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What is CELA?
y Canadian Environmental Law Association since 1970
y Ontario Legal Aid specialty clinic
y Focus in areas of pollution and health, land use, water
protection, equitable access to environmental justice
and green energy.
y CELA represents individuals and citizens’ groups in
the courts and before tribunals on environmental
matters
y In addition, CELA staff members are involved in
various initiatives related to law reform, public
education, and community organization

Overview
y Case studies from our practice – how do we advance
environmental law by combining case work, law
reform, public legal education and community
development:
y Pesticides
y Toxic use reduction & chemicals management
y Low income energy
y Safe drinking water
y Children’s health and the environment
y Environmental equity projects
y Energy Generation
y Climate change and vulnerable communities

Over‐arching Themes
y Integration of case and law reform efforts
y Networks of action – results follow when many are
engaged
y Evidence and science based policy
y In a precautionary context
y Reducing pollution exposures and reducing
cumulative impacts
y Protecting jurisdiction of various governments to act
y Range of tools from regulatory to incentive, education
to market based useful in most contexts
y Multiple scales necessary from international to local

Pesticides
y Silent Spring by Rachel Carson will be 50 years old in
2012
y Reduce exposure – unnecessary use of pesticides – eg
lawn and garden chemicals – Ontario and elsewhere –
local and provincial; role of courts and governments
y Constant need to re‐evaluate, remove most harmful
pesticides from uses or from market – revised PCPA
y Need to take into account vulnerable communities –
revised PCPA and safety factors
y Global transport of POPs eg accumulation in north

CELA and Pesticides Advocacy
• Children’s health standard setting study
including pesticides case study 1998‐2000
y Need for precaution
y New approaches to setting standards explicitly
protective of children and vulnerable populations
y Hudson case intervened at the Supreme Court of
Canada to uphold municipal powers to regulate
pesticides across the country
y Advocated precautionary principle – obligations of
governments and advocated tri‐level approaches

CELA advocacy

y Assistance in certain municipal by‐laws following
Hudson
y Pest Control Products Act – model law with WWF
y Senate and HC committees reviewing pesticides
regulation
y Advocacy role re proposed new law – the new PCPA
as passed with additional protections

CELA Advocacy
y Toronto by‐law advocacy and subsequent court
challenges
y Ontario Municipal Act and City of Toronto Act
reforms reinforced environmental powers
y Province of Ontario then passed a province wide ban
on cosmetic use of pesticides rural and urban
y CELA provides continued assistance to others
elsewhere in Canada and the U.S. on this topic
y Ecological, economic monitoring demonstrate
effectiveness of approach

Toxic Use Reduction and Chemicals
Management
y A multi‐scale, multi‐media set of issues
y Many individual exposure cases
y Work with occupational health clinics and other service
providers too such as in our Making the Links
environmental equity project
y Local – eg Toronto right to know by‐law now being
implemented
y Provincial – eg Toxic Reduction Act with first reduction
plans now required
y Federal – eg Chemicals Management Plan under the
Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) just now
entering phase 2

Toxic Use Reduction and
Chemicals Management
y Trade – eg REACH in the European Union;
implications of proposed CETA – Canada European
Union Trade Agreement
y International – eg the Stockholm Treaty (POPs) and
national roles in implementation and expansion;
Rotterdam Convention and asbestos
y Across media – eg emissions to air and water; air
deposition back to water and land – eg how will toxics
be dealt with in the new Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement between Canada and the US presently
under re‐negotiation

Toxic Use Reduction and
Chemicals Management contd
y
y
y
y

Ongoing issues regarding implementation
Monitoring of results and effectiveness is key
Compliance when required
Themes of labelling, right to know and a more
systemic approach to toxics reduction remain
outstanding
y Constant effort to fight to retain improvements in law
achieved in past

Low Income Energy
y Energy poverty a major and growing issue in Canada
y In urban communities, first nation communities,
remote and rural communities
y Across fuels and across age brackets
y Historically there has been a lack of integrated
supports to deal with impacts of energy costs (rates,
access to conservation programs)
y Making some progress (OEB, GEEA, national efforts)
y Energy poverty is directly related to loss of homes,
health, youth stability, fire hazards, mold issues,
family stress

Low Income Energy cont
y Work in networks – Low Income Energy Network
y Constant advocacy with political and administrative
decision makers and utilities
y Preparation and distribution of educational materials
and training
y Clear agenda for emergency funding, rate assistance,
participation in conservation programs, outreach and
education
y Selected interventions at Ontario Energy Board; resort
to Divisional Court on jurisdiction

Safe Drinking Water
y Safe from pathogens (e.g. Walkerton, Prince Albert)
y Safe from chemicals (spills, storm‐water, agriculture,
background)
y Safe in materials and methods used in the system (lead,
chlorine and other disinfection chemicals, PVC piping)
y Safe for all populations (including with heart disease,
immune‐compromised, infants and children, seniors)
y Safe across types of supply and systems (surface water,
groundwater, municipal supply, small systems)
y Multi‐barrier approach – systemizing safety

Safe Drinking Water cont
y Preparation of model water law began prior to
Walkerton; CELA called for Safe Drinking Water Act
since 1970s
y Representation of community in Walkerton Inquiry
y Advocacy includes sitting on provincial advisory
bodies
y Formation of networks of likely and unlikely allies
y Extensive outreach and education through variety of
projects with many partners including the Water
Guardians network

Safe Drinking Water
y Input to new laws and regulations
y Extensive campaigning to ensure passage of source
protection legislation, and to ensure strong
implementation
y Continued advocacy regarding First Nations drinking
water, (eg federal Bill S‐11) as well as small, remote,
non‐municipal and northern communities
y Advocacy for drinking water system financial
sustainability such as under newest water law in
Ontario the Ontario Water Opportunities and Water
Conservation Act

Environmental Equity Projects
y Across disciplines & jurisdictions, recognition of the
connection between factors like poverty, environment
and health
y Not integrated into front line practices in many
respects (eg community health centres)
y Not integrated into environmental decision making
(eg approvals of air emissions or land use decisions)
y Communities bearing multiple burdens of pollution
and other environmental health determinants like
adequacy of shelter, occupation, regional emissions

Environmental Equity contd
y Many examples of providing advice and assistance to
communities re a particular facility – eg to curb
emissions or to comment on approvals
y But also formed the Making the Links project
together with many partners including the
Environmental Health Institute of Canada to make
connections between communities and service
providers in six priority communities in Ontario to be
more proactive
y Strong emphasis on helping people participate in
environmental decision making in our outreach work

Access to Environmental Justice
y Example of the work on the Environmental Bill of
Rights
y CELA counsel worked extensively on the original EBR
y Now over 17 years later much experience and many
aspects in which it could be improved
y One of the tools under the EBR is the right to request
a review of a law or policy in Ontario
y CELA has accordingly used this tool to request an EBR
review of the EBR itself

Access to Environmental Justice
y The Ministry of the Environment has accepted this
request and has advised us they will conduct a review
y Some issues we raised included the need to update its
purposes to include modern environmental concepts
such as the precautionary principle; and provision of a
substantive public right to a healthful environment.
y Other issues among our Top Ten issues for reform
include better statutory language obligating
provincial decision makers to comply with their
Statements of Environmental Values, improvements
to the Environmental Registry.

Access to Environmental Justice
cont
y CELA continuously advocates for provision of
concrete procedural rights that improve access to
environmental justice in new laws or in reviews of
existing laws. These include matters such as
y Freedom of Information Laws & ease of access to info
y Rights of appeal, especially third party appeals
y Transparency of decision making
y Provision of data and information without cost
y Right of input into environmental decisions
y Consent, Labelling and disclosure rules
y Onus of proof reversal

Children’s Health and the
Environment
y CELA and OCFP study in 2000 on children and
environmental health standard setting
y Children have meaningful differences in exposure
y Standards were not typically set so as to be
intentionally protective of children (or women, or
seniors, or those with compromised immune systems)
y Work has advanced since on pesticides, some air
toxics, chemicals management, lead in children’s
products, some other consumer products
y Outreach and education plus law and policy reform

Childrens Health and the
Environment contd
y Just completed early exposure and chronic disease
project reviewing connections between them , and
some of the law and policy implications
y This work informs our work on specific chemicals or
regulatory systems more broadly
y Combining this work with engagement with service
providers, academic communities, other networks, as
well as with general public to increase awareness of
the issues
y Both substance by substance and systemic work

Energy Generation
y Sustainability should be central to energy decisions
y CELA input to Ontario Green Energy Act (on
approvals) – a major move in the right direction
y Provincial attempts to undertake an energy planning
approach have included hearings on a Demand
Supply Plan 20 years ago; or an Integrated Power
System Plan under current legislation but the latter
lacks sustainability considerations
y Exemptions from provincial EA for Darlington in the
1980s; and the IPSP five years ago meant provincial
EA law did not apply to these major provincial energy
decisions

Energy Generation and
Sustainability
y Nuclear new build at Darlington was subject to
federal EA first time ever in Canada with the recent
CEAA EA which included a hearing before a Joint
Review Panel this past March
y CELA case work included advice to participants as
well as direct participation
y Judicial Review Panel report was just issued near end
of August 2011; has now been subjected to a Judicial
Review application to Federal Court by four ENGOs
(including CELA) grounds of which include failure to
consider sustainability, need, and alternatives

Climate Change and Vulnerable
Communities – cross cutting issues
in all of our work
y Environmental Health Risks of Climate Change
y Catastrophe; Infrastructure
y Pathways and Vectors
y Crops; Food Supplies; Water Supplies
y Toxic Chemicals
y Energy retrofits both green and healthy
y Energy Accessibility
y Impacts on Vulnerable Communities
y Arctic populations; children; elderly; low‐income

www.cela.ca

www.healthyenvironmentsforkids.
ca

www.ecolawinfo.org

www.pollutionwatch.org

www.thewaterhole.ca

www.toxicfreecanada.ca

www.lowincomeenergy.ca

www.cnehse.ca

www.greenprosperity.ca
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